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 His father (Ashim Kumar) leaves the family when Lal is still young. Lal becomes a railway guard, and moves to the country, to
a small town in India. Here he meets with some people, and there he meets Shanti (Bindiya Goswami) who eventually becomes
his wife and has a son, Manmohan (Amitabh Bachchan). Now Lal must support his wife and son and must also take care of the
aged mother, until they come in all together and he begins a new life, as a rich man in the city. FILM LANGUAGE : INDIAN
SYNOPSIS Lal Singh (Amitabh Bachchan) lives with his mother (Nirupa Roy) in a small basti in Bombay and grows up with

the poor and needy, who call him Lal Badshah. His father (Ashim Kumar) leaves the family when Lal is still young. Lal
becomes a railway guard, and moves to the country, to a small town in India. Here he meets with some people, and there he

meets Shanti (Bindiya Goswami) who eventually becomes his wife and has a son, Manmohan (Amitabh Bachchan). Now Lal
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must support his wife and son and must also take care of the aged mother, until they come in all together and he begins a new
life, as a rich man in the city. - Movie of Amitabh Bachchan and Zeenat Aman - Movie of Amitabh Bachchan and Bindiya

Goswami - Movie of Amitabh Bachchan and Nirupa Roy - Movie of Amitabh Bachchan and Ashim Kumar Bollywood is always
all about money-grabbing… As we all know, to do business in this industry, you need money to pay for the electricity bill, and
to rent the place. Even if you have money, you need to go and sell your gold to afford a single star. Well, we’re glad to see that
Indian movies still have that class and content, and that is why we decided to give away some money to you, the readers. And
what makes us more happy to give this cash than a chance for you to buy one of these movies – we think it’s something very

hard to find in Bollywood. Because we have bought a copy of the movie and we’re willing to sell 82157476af
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